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Abstract. We present a new linear-programming algorithm that is simple, effective, fully par- 
allelizable, and immediately implementable on personal computers as well as on more sophisti- 
cated machines. Sufficient conditions are found that guarantee the convergence of the algorithm. 
Some applications are given showing that the applicability of the algorithm is actually wider 
than indicated by the theoretical results. 
1. THE ALGORITHM 
Since Khachiyan [l] in 1978 and Karmarkar [2] in 1984 have revived the search for new 
linear-programming algorithms, many attempts have been made [3,4] to surpass the robust 
and fast Simplex method [5]. The algorithm we propose, while not faster than any of 
the previous ones, has the advantage of being very simple to understand, implement, and 
parallelize. For a more detailed account, see Ref. 6. 
The standard linear programming problem can be stated as follows: 
Max Cici+i subject to xi 2 0, i = 1,2, . . . . n and Ciaji+i = bj, j = 1,2, . . . . m 5 n. 
The vectors x = (xi) and c = (ci) are referred to as the primal vector and the cost vector. 
Denoting by A = [aji] th e m x n constraint matrix, and by b = (bj) the constraint vector, 
we rewrite the optimization problem as 
Max < C,X >” s.t. xyo and Ax = b. (P) 
The associated dual problem is 
Min c b,p >m s.t. iipzc (BP) 
where 2 is the transpose of A and p = (pj) is the dual vector associated with the constraints. 
BY et&, <, >m we denoted the inner products in R” and R”‘, respectively. (P) and 
(DP) are equivalent [3] in the sense that (P) has a bounded solution I* if and only if (DP) 
has a bounded solution pg. An optimal (not necessarily unique) couple (x’, p’) is such that 
(i) Ax’ = 6, (ii) Ap’ 2 c, and (iii) < c, x* >,, = < b,p’ >*. In the following, we assume 
that (P) has a bounded solution, denoted by I*, and that we know beforehand an upper 
bound Xi, for each XT. In the algorithm, we use sigmoidic functions such as gT : R -+ R 
defined by g=(y) = I/(1 + exp(-y/T))t h w ere T is a convenient positive parameter. The 
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introduction of such “ad hoc” functions could be compared to the introduction of barrier 
functions like the “potential functions” of Karmarkar [2]. The algorithm (which we call a 
“sigmoidic” algorithm) uses a primal-dual approach similar to that of some nonlinear saddle- 
point algorithms [7]. It consists of successive iterations on the primal and dual variables: 
- initialize p! for j = 1,2, . . . . m. 
- for k 2 0, and c > 0, conveniently small, update zi and pj according to 
Xf+l = XigT (Ci - Cjpfaji) 
p;+l = pf + C [CiUjiXf+' - bj] 
(1) 
(2) 
_ stop when the duality gap, 1 < c, I* >,, - < b, p’ >,,, I, is small enough. 
Then, we can prove the following 
Theorem. Assume that all the components of b and the elements of A are nonnegative, 
and the rank of the matrix A is m. For c small enough, and Xi large enough, the sequence 
pk converges to a finite vector p” which is a feasible solution of the dual problem, and 
the sequence zk converges to a limit x“ which is a feasible solution of (P) . Furthermore, 
I< c,za >n - < b,p” >m ] 5 Tn Sup(Xi)/e. 
Proof. We first address the convergence of the algorithm: by eliminating xf+’ between 
(1) and (2), we obtain a closed iteration formula for p : p’+’ = H(p”), where H is appIied 
component-wise to p, namely: 
H(pj) = Pj + f {Ei$iXi&’ (ci - xhphahi) - bj} + 
The Jacobian of H is given by DH(j, j) = 1 - c{Ci(eji)2Xi&(Ci - Ehphehi)} and, for 
k # j, DH(j, k) = -c {ciUjiOkixi&(ci - Chphahi)}. SiIlCe & (Ci - Chph(lhi) > 0, with 
9i := (9; (Ci - Chphahi)Xi)“’ and Bij = Ujigi, we, get DN(j, j) = 1 - cCi(Bij)2 and 
D,H(j, h) = -cCiBijBik. Thus, we have DH = 1 -EBB = 1 - c Gram(B). 
Since rank(A) = m and every gi is positive, B is an m x n matrix of rank m. Gram(B) 
is an m x m symmetric and positive definite matrix of rank m (See [8], p. 155). Its 
spectrum contains m (possibly degenerate) real and positive eigenvalues At, 1 5 k 5 m, 
which satisfy the following inequalities: IjGram(B)II = i41 5 . . . 5 Am > 0, where I].]] 
denotes the Euclidian norm. Therefore, we can find c > 0 such that 1 - tX, < 1 and 1 - 
cXr > -1. Thus, with 0 < E < 2/X1, we have Ill- c Gram(B < 1 and the mapping H is 
a contraction, i.e. the sequence p” converges to a fixed point pa and xk converges to a fixed 
point 9. 
We now consider the optimality of the algorithm: we prove that the properties (i) and 
(ii) are satisfied by z” and pa. We then prove that (iii) can be satisfied as closely as desired, 
depending on the value of T. The derivation of the first optimality condition is conducted 
on a continuous version of the algorithm: we consider the updating equation for p as an 
ordinary differential equation with dt = c. Equations (l)-(2) become 
t(t) = XRr(c - -JPW (3) 
and 
p’(t) = Ax - b (4) 
where X 2 t’ in the cone sense and gT is applied component-wise on its vector argument. 
(i) limt_>a, Ax(t) = b. To prove this, we consider V(t) = illAx - bl12 > 0. Using (4), 
V’(t) =< A x’(t), Ax - b > = < A x’(t), p’(t) >. If we take the derivative of (3), 
we get 2’ = -GAP’(t) with G =-[s”S,]. Thus, 
v’(t) = - < AGAp’( p’(t) >= - < Giip’(t), /ip’(t) >5 0. 
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The last inequality comes from the fact that rank(A) = rank(A) = m and G is a diagonal 
matrix with positive diagonal elements. The equality sign corresponds to the equilibrium 
situation, p’(t) = 0. Therefore, V(t) decreases as long as it is not zero which implies that 
x0 is feasible. 
(ii) We define new variables yi := ci - Cjpjaji, and prove that lmQ_>, Apk 1 c, which 
means that the variables yi are negative whenever xk and p’ have converged. We have 
ti = XigT(yi) and yi = ‘Flog [xi/(X; - xi)] where for Xi we take 2 Maxj {aj/aji ] aji # 0). 
If ti 2 Xi/2, then yi 5 0; on the other hand, if ti > Xi/2, this implies that yi > 0, but 
then at least one constraint in Ax = b is not satisfied. If there exists an index i such that 
ti > Xi/2 = Matj{bj/aji ] aji # 0}, then let jc be the index for which the maximum is 
attained. We have Ciaj,iti > bj,, which contradicts the convergence of pjO. Thus, pa is 
feasible. 
(iii) Consider the quantities Wi := +iyi. Their sum W = CiWi is the duality-gap. FVe 
have Wi = XiyigT(yi). Or, with ui = -yi/T > 0, Wi = h(ui) = -TXi ui/(l + exp(ui)). 
Since limUi->+oo h(ui) = 0 and h(0) = 0, h h as a minimum which is attained at some u” 2 1. 
Thus, for every i, we have 0 > Wi > -TXi u’/(l+exp(u’)) = -TXi exp(-uc) 1 -TX;/e, 
which proves 0 1 W 1 -Tn Sup{Xi}/e. 
Remarks. 
1. If among the m constraints only m’ C m are linearly independent, then Gram(B) is 
an m x m symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix of rank m’, whose spectrum contains 
m’ positive eigenvalues and m - m’ zero eigenvalues. A center manifold analysis of the 
map H (see Ref. 9) shows that the zero eigenvalues are locally asymptotically stable, there- 
fore contractivity is ensured. Alternatively, one can modify the constraints no matter how 
slightly, to make them all independent and then take the convenient limit which reinstates 
the original (linearly dependent) set of constraints. When doing so, m - m’ eigenvalues 
of the Jacobian of H will tend to one from the lower side. Since slight perturbations are 
naturally provided by round-offs of the matrix A entries, for all practical purposes we can 
always consider that the constraints are independent. 
2. The lower bound for W can be made as small as needed if T is chosen small enough. 
Although in some situations this bound can be actually attained, it gives in general a rather 
pessimistic estimate, as is shown in the numerical examples below. The examples also show 
that the algorithm works even in cases that are not covered by the Theorem above. 
2. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
We first consider a problem which does not satisfy the nonnegativity condition on A. 
However, the algorithm finds the correct solution. The problem is 
M&K 2 = Xl + 5X2 + 323 s.t. xi 1 O,xl+222+13 = 3, and 
2x1 - x2 = 4. 
The solution is x* = (2,0, l), p* = (3, -1) an d z* = 5. We have chosen T = 1, E = 0.01. 
The upper bounds are 3., 3., and 1.5 respectively (computed from the first equation). In 
Fig. 1, we present the trajectories of the primal and dual variables. In order to illustrate 
that the duality gap is linearly bounded by T, we have also run the algorithm with T = 0.2. 
Figure 2 shows clearly the consequent reduction of the duality-gap. 
We consider now the transportation problem (Fig. 3) 
Min r = 464 x11 + 513x12 + 654x13 + 867x14 + 354x21+ 416~~~ +690x23 + 791x24 + 995xs1 
$682232. + 388x3s + 685x34 
subject to the standard constraints Cjxij = Si and Cixij = Dj with si = 75, 12j, 100, 
and Dj = 80, 65, 70, 85. We have taken c = 0.1 and T = 12. A natural bound on 2ij is 
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min{S;, Dj}. The optimum value is z*= 152, 535. After 150 iterations (Fig. 3), z stabilizes 
at 153, 075, which is at 0.3% of the optimum. Reducing T decreases this lack of optimality. 
Remark. This example does not satisfy the rank(A) = m condition of the theorem since 
only six of the seven constraints above are linearly independent. However, as mentioned 
before, the map H is still a contraction. Indeed, adding redundant constraints even speed 
up the convergence by providing more variables pj to drive the same number of variables 
zi. In particular, for the transportation problem, we noticed that the addition of the eighth 
(redundant) constraint CijZij = CiSi improves slightly both the speed and the duality gap. 
To summarize, the proposed sigmoidic linear-programming algorithm, is simple to under- 
stand and to implement. It does not rely on any large numerical package nor does it use 
any complex algebraic transformation. Currently the algorithm is being implemented on a 
NCUBE parallel computer. We are in the process of testing it on some large-scale Trans- 
portation and Assignment Problems. Its extension to more general applications of linear 
programming is also considered. 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Exrmplo 1; prlmxl vrrlrbh. Exrmplr 1 ; dual vrrlrblrr. 
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Fig. 1. Trajectories of the primal and dual variables for Example 1. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the duality gap on T. 
Fig. 3. Trajectories of the primal and dual costs for Example 2 
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